
Examic® Valuatic
The flexible solution for the assessment  
of people, products and processes 
Valuatic is a secure and efficient software to evaluate, assess or poll information without 
resorting to paper checklists. Valuatic can, for example, be used in practical or oral exams, for 
performance evaluations, in quality control, for surveys, questionnaires and many more.

With Valuatic you have no more missing or ambivalent data and the results can be easily 
exported with a single click!



A completely digital evaluation process

Manage: Manage forms, examiners and candidates with ease.

Create: Create forms with a hierarchical structure and multiple levels.

Distribute: Distribute evaluation data to Valuatic Touch locally using a cable or 
remotely via a server.

Monitor: Monitor devices live during the evaluation to gain insights and monitor 
the progress.

Evaluate: Select Forms, Examiners and Candidates or easily scan a QR-Code; 
Evaluate people, projects and processes in an intuitive interface.

Collect & Export: Access results instantly or collect them later if no network  
is available; Export results to CSV and generate PDF reports.

Valuatic Studio and Valuatic Touch applications
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Seven good reasons for Examic Valuatic

1. Flexibility: Valuatic can be used for a wide range of evaluation and assess-
ment types, but is especially optimised for OSCE exams. Evaluators and exami-
ners can manually choose forms, candidates and examiners, but it is also pos-
sible to scan a QR code to instantly define an assessment. You can use Valuatic 
with a standard S3, a local WebDav server or you can simply use it without a 
server or network at all. You can even print out your forms and distribute them 
on paper.

2. Powerful Forms/Checklists: When creating forms, it is possible to freely 
arrange sections, questions, descriptive texts and page breaks. You can use 
free text, multi and single select items and make them mandatory or optional. 
Additionally, you can create dynamic items depending on choices made in 
other questions.

3. Easy to Use: Valuatic was developed in close collaboration with practitio-
ners and is regularly tested and improved with respect to its user-friendliness. 
Studies have confirmed that users strongly prefer using tablets over paper and 
pencil checklists.

4. One-Click Distribution: With Valuatic, you can add (or remove) data to/
from all tablets with a single click. As soon as Valuatic Touch is opened on the 
tablet, it will automatically sync the data with the server.

5. Detailed Observation: The observation in Valuatic Studio gives you a 
detailed insight on the running exam, e.g. which candidate is currently being 
assessed and with which form; how many points each candidate achieved; etc.

6. Customisable Result Output: Valuatic Studio offers to export the collected 
data in various degrees of detail to CSV and PDF files. It also allows to custo-
mise the reports to your corporate identity.

7. Security: Your data is of great value. Security is a top priority for us. Therefore, 
Valuatic uses industry standard encryption technology to ensure data security. 
To protect your privacy, we do not collect or receive any data created and pro-
cessed by you or the applications.



Valuatic Worldwide 
 
Valuatic is being evaluated and used by more than 20 
institutions around the world.

Has Valuatic sparked your interest?
We look forward to hearing from you.

hello@valuatic.com
www.iml.unibe.ch/valuatic
valuatic.com
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Kontakt: Christian Walter, Managing Partner; cwa@swissmadesoftware.org; T +41 61 690 20 52


